
Elite Newsletter August 3rd 2021 

2021-2022 Season 
We have undertaken the customary end of season evaluation where we take the opportunity to 

fine-tune things to eradicate confusion and enhance your raceday experience and profitability. We 

have completed Mel and will be looking at Sydney soon. 

 

Summary 

 

I know some members are too busy to read newsletters. Here is a summary so that you know 

what is happening in this new season (from next Saturday). If you do have a question, it will most 

likely be addressed below. We can only spend time on questions that aren't answered in this 

newsletter.  

• The Mel Combo algorithm is enhanced 
• Mel Colour Coding strategy enhanced 
• Mel Elite-Combo betting now includes the Colour-Code 2022 strategy 
• Mel Raceday list of bets is presented differently.  

• Before: Combo Strategies raceday bet list 

 
 

Now: Elite Combo raceday bet list 

 



• Reference  
• Results Elite-Combo MAX Risk All Bets plus monthly pivot  Pdf 

• Results Elite-Combo AVE Risk All Bets plus monthly pivot  Pdf 

• Results Elite-Combo MIN Risk All Bets plus monthly pivot   Pdf 

 

 

Elite Combo 
Spreadsheet users are familiar with these Mel Combo changes/tweaks we implemented before last week’s Caulfield 
meeting.  

This is a screen shot taken from the spreadsheet which explains those changes. 

 

In English (sort of). 

Note: it is not necessary to understand these mechanics. All the bets are worked out on race morning for you. 
These are presented for the sake of completeness and transparency. 

1 If G% is less than 100, and the total of the four contributing plans is less than 100 then no bet. 
2 3yo races are eliminated unless the Final calculated Combo Bet (in column CW) is $200 (or more) 
3 We are no longer letting through column AT “Poor” horses if they had contributions from all four 

strategies.  
4 Multiple bet races: If MORE than 2 final calculated Combo Bets (in column CW) then reject if that bet is 

less than $200. 
5 Benchmark less than 90 Races. If races are marked “Out Restr <90” in column BZ, BUT the horse is Elite 

Filter bet greater than 50 AND G% 100 then bet $120. 
6 If Final Combo Bet is $150. Colour Code =150 BUT it is the ONLY qualifying plan AND NOT Elite Filter then 

reduce bet to $100. 

On their own they are quite minor changes but they eradicate some niggling idiosyncrasies that were holding the 
plan back. A simple comparison of the original Combo and the enhanced (E-Combo) for 2021 shows an increase in 
profit percentage from 54% to 95%.  

More stats at end of this newsletter.  

  

https://eliteracing.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e924ae7c266d205f3be6bd8c8&id=15ebf560b2&e=71b54f31e6
https://eliteracing.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e924ae7c266d205f3be6bd8c8&id=dcd2ec6fff&e=71b54f31e6
https://eliteracing.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e924ae7c266d205f3be6bd8c8&id=588bae98bb&e=71b54f31e6


 

Colour Coding 
I know a couple of members have been surprised by the sustained accuracy of the Colour-coding concept. 

Colour-Coding Example from 17th July 2021 

 

We now have 247 colour-coded city races going back to October 2020.  
171 green selections won. That means we are getting 69% ‘green’ winners.  

Betting on the whole lot has never been recommended but concentrating a level $100 on up to the top-4 rated 
‘greens’ in races where there are no more than 5 Green and no more than 5 blue produces a profit of $6,747. That’s 
great profit from such a wide net, July alone made $1,620. 

We have put forward a couple of Colour-Code strategies along the way and kept records in the Master Data 
Spreadsheet for you.  
We also maintain a dedicated Colour-Code Spreadsheet online in your members results area (same page as the 
Master Data Spreadsheet). We have been keeping track of two strategies. 

C-C Plan 1:  
These are the C-C (Colour-Code) ones that contribute to the Combo Strategy.  
These rules have been listed in the spreadsheet for all of 2021. (Interactive: you can change or turn each one on/off 
and immediately see the new result). 

  

https://www.eliteracing.com.au/melbourne-elite-member-page/melbourne-results/


C-C Plan-1 Stats October 2020 to July 2021 

180 Bets, 49 Winners, 27% winners @ $5.67.  
Profit 12,695 (+ 57%) 
 

C-C Plan 2:  
Also included in Master Spreadsheet. Three Rules: No Bush, Less than 5 Green, Less than 6 Blue.  

Bet $100 level up to 4th rated selection. (Can be 4 in a race) 

Plan-2 Stats October 2020 to July 2021 

499 Bets, 112 Winners, 22% winners @ $5.19.  
Profit $9,372 (+ 19%) 

 

Mel Colour-Coding Where to now? 
The amount of data has doubled since we formulated the above plans. We are stoked that the strike rates and 
profits have held up in real-time since. 
 
If anyone else had come up with the concept and could sustain our C-C performance figures they would have a 
leading-edge, profitable stand-alone racing service. 
 
We have been delivering them each meeting, watching and waiting. Some very astute members have been raving 
about the profits from the C-C concept but most of us haven’t really got true value from the concept – except some 
input into the Combo betting strategy. 
 
Let’s change that! 
 
Firstly here are my suggested Colour-Code rules going into the 2021-2022 season. Remember we are talking 
Melbourne colour-coding (we are still researching Syd). 
  
Mel Colour-Code 2022 Rules (C-C 2022) 
 
We have settled somewhere in between the above two strategies.  

• Mel City Only 
• 7 or more starters 
• Maximum of 7 Colour-Coded horses (Green + Blue) 
• Green: Maximum of 5 in the race 
• Blue: Maximum 5 in the race. 
• Bet up to top-4 rated green qualifiers. 

  



 

C-C 2022 Stats 
Stats October 2020 to July 2021 

424 Bets, 99 Winners, 23% winners @ $5.47.  

Winner in 73% of coded races. 

Profit $11,785 (+ 28%) 

There is a dedicated Colour-Code spreadsheet online with the complete data since October 2020. Mel Members 
area/results. The data is also recorded in the Mel Master Spreadsheet. 

Here is a meeting by meeting analysis of C-C 2022 going back to when Colour-Coding started in October 
2020. 

C-C 2022 Betting 



 

  



Synch Enhanced Combo (E-Combo) with Colour-Coding (C-C 2022) 
A lot of members don’t like backing the same horse twice if it qualifies with different strategies. 

My proposal is to utilise the high-action  Colour-Coding 2022strategy explained above in synch with the 
Elite Combo Plan to provide extra separate action on strong ‘definite’ winning chances (that’s what the 
green ones are) that don’t get their chance with the Combo Strategy. 

• Eliminate the C-C 2022 qualifiers that are Elite Top-Rated. (All Elite top-raters have been analysed by the 
Combo strategy and either accepted or rejected). 

• From the remaining qualifiers of the Mel Colour-Code 2022 plan, eliminate the ones that qualified for an 
Elite-Combo bet. 

• Concentrate on Open Hcps and Mares and include BM races above 80. No set weights, WFA etc. 
• Level-Bet the remaining C-C 2022 qualifiers. 
• Minimum AM odds set at $2.50 

The best part is that the CC-2022 bets are at their best at times when Combo is having a down period. 

For example, this idea produced $3,420 net profit in July  v’s Combo (as listed) - $220. 

This is intended as a strategy to compliment Combo Plan by snaring the big value green Colour Coded selections. 

You could operate this colour-code plan on its own but it will duplicate many Combo bets. The above rules get rid of 
the duplication problem completely. 

  



The Plans In Real Life 

Firstly let’s look at the Combo Original v’s the Enhanced Combo named E-Combo ( “E” for Enhanced) 

 

 

The Original Combo bets showed flaws when the going got tough especially in June and July. Many logical 
suggestions were offered by members and some simply had to be taken on board. 

The new version (E-Combo) got through the June-July period with minimal loss, certainly much better than the 
original. 

But whist this was going on, the colour coding was going gangbusters! 

  



Now look at the Enhanced Combo (E-Combo) monthly performance PLUS the Colour-Code 2022 bets combined. 

 

They go hand in hand beautifully and iron out each other’s down periods.  

The right hand combined-profit column shows the power of synching the two strategies by betting the E-Combo as 
listed and a simple 1.0% level bet on the C-C 2022 qualifiers.  

  



 

C-C 2022  
List of Bets Colour-Code 2022 bets June-July 2021 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Combo Original  

June July 2021 

 

 

  



 

E-Combo  
June-July 2021 

 

 

 

  



Betting E-Combo + CC-2022 from one bank.  

June -July 2021 

Note, the total outlay of the E-Combo with the CC-2022 is only marginally more the Original Combo on its own: 
$5070 v $4050. The outcome is considerably healthier.  

 



 

E-Combo + C-C 2022 one $10k bank Oct 21 to July 2021. 

Assuming Max Risk (see below) 

 

  



Raceday Presentation 2021-2022 Season. 
 
As spreadsheet users have been observing, the enhanced Elite Combo betting strategy (E-Combo) has been live for 
the past two meetings. 
The Colour-Code 2022 (C-C 2022) is set up ready to go from the first meeting of 2021-2022 season (Aug 7th) 
We have decided to simplify the raceday email by reducing the images to just the qualifying bets. 
The previous list of ‘possible’ qualifiers with eleven extra columns was confusing members. Several horses listed on 
each raceday list were actually rejects. Spreadsheet users can always access the extra data anyway. 
  
What do I Bet On in Season 2021-2022? 
 
The Mel E-Combo is so named because it draws on a combination of several strategies. 
Adding the C-C 2022 is 100% in line with what the Combo concept is all about.  
 
From now on the Elite Combo Strategy is in effect E-Combo Plus C-C 2022.  

1. Min Risk: In a conservative, ideal world I would strongly suggest a full main bank for the Mel E-Combo Bets 
and a separate bank for the C-C 2022 qualifiers. For $10k-bank punters to bet all qualifiers from both plans 
that requires a $20k bank. 

2. Ave Risk: Allocate 1.5 times the ‘normal’ bank. $10k-bank punters would allocate $15,000 to finance their 
bets on all qualifiers from both plans. 

3. Max-Risk: Allocate your single ‘normal’ bank to bet all qualifiers. $10k-bank punters would be betting all 
qualifiers from both plans with their $10k bank. 

To simplify your betting according to your chosen degree of risk, we have included the three bet-
size calculations (Max, Ave and Min risk) in the right hand columns of the raceday list 
calculated per $1,000 bank. 
 
Whatever your actual bank and your chosen risk level, you can readily work out your personal bet 
size. 
  



 

Let’s look at Flemington on July 17th  

 
The E-Combo and C-C 2022 bets are listed in their own column to enable members to clearly see 
the source. Some members will  want to bet just the E-Combo qualifiers others will bet the E-
Combo and the C-C 2022 qualifiers. 
 
 In case of the latter, there can be up to four bets in a race – not often but race 6 above is a case 
in point. Just repeating, the Elite Combo Strategy is in effect E-Combo Plus C-C 2022. 
 
I recommend you go through all the bets listed on the results printout provided. You will soon find 
out what suits you best. 
 
Just be forewarned that on some days the outlay for Max Risk punters can be a fair whack of the 
bank. 
The July 17th example above was an average day as far as outlay goes but 5.0% each from two 
strategies means 10% on the line in one meeting as can be seen by adding the nine $1,000 bank 
Max Risk % column bets (= $100) 
 
Refer to the meeting-by meeting results of the 277 bets above. 
I have assumed just a $10k single Max-Risk % bank. The average outlay per meet was about 
$700. The biggest loss on a given day was 7.5% of the bank. The largest outlay was 23% of a 
single bank on Nov 14th 2020. 
 
Each individual member has to weigh up how aggressive/conservative they want to be and how 
the occasional multiple-bets-in-a-race (up to 4 bets) situation fits in with their betting psyche. 
  



 

Spreadsheet Betting Records 
 
In the Master Data Spreadsheet we record the bets of C-C 2022 and E-Combo separately. 
They are then combined and recorded as the official Elite Combo Strategy. All assume bets 
from a $10k bank. 
  
The bets from the 2022 version of the Colour Code concept are recorded here: 

 
 
  
The qualifying bets for the E-Combo (Enhanced Combo rules) are recorded here: 

 
  
The Current Combo Strategy (Elite Combo) is the combination of the above two. 
The bets are recorded here: 

 
 
Reference 
 
Results Elite-Combo MAX Risk All Bets plus monthly pivot  Pdf 
 
Results Elite-Combo AVE Risk All Bets plus monthly pivot  Pdf 
 
Results Elite-Combo MIN Risk All Bets plus monthly pivot   Pdf  

https://eliteracing.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e924ae7c266d205f3be6bd8c8&id=85884c3e60&e=71b54f31e6
https://eliteracing.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e924ae7c266d205f3be6bd8c8&id=3de20eb6ea&e=71b54f31e6
https://eliteracing.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e924ae7c266d205f3be6bd8c8&id=ba685baf32&e=71b54f31e6


 

Elite Filters? 
 
The evolution of the Combo was a watershed moment for the Elite Filters. 
 
The Elite-Filters that were rejected by the E-Combo (Oct 2020 to July 2021) only won 9 out of 50 
@ the short average odds of $2.72. The loss on those Elite-Filter rejects is 51% ( - $2,550 level 
$100). 
 
The Elite-Filters that do qualify as E-Combo bets are winning at 39% @ 4.00. 
 
The E-Combo is drawing on the Elite-Filters concept and the Elite Filter horses that qualify for the 
E-Combo are already listed for you on the E-Combo list. It is futile listing the Elite-Filter rejects 
anywhere. 
For those who want to know the rejected Elite-Filters, they are still included in the Master-Data 
spreadsheet. 
  
Larry’s Best 
 
I have sacked Larry’s Best. “Gut Feeling” bets have no place in the current level of professionalism 
that we have reached with the E-Combo. 
I have been banging my head against the wall tipping E-Combo rejects as Larry’s Best which is 
not only confusing, it is contradictory to my advice. Only 3 out of 34 of those managed to beat that 
hoodoo. 
 
14 Larry’s Best were E-Combo qualifiers, five of those won for a nice profit. But we were already 
on them because they are E-Combo qualifiers. 
 
Less is more now that we have the powerful Elite-Combo (E-Combo + C-C 2022) concept 
working for us! 
  
Elite Multi Betting 
 
We provide all the selections in order along with the recommended Multi base strategy on every 
raceday message. 
Many members had a very big month using our suggested multi strategy. In the coming weeks we 
will be getting the results spreadsheet up to date and reporting so newer members are up to date 
on this time-proven Elite method. 
  
 Sydney next! 
 

 

Regards 

 

Larry and Richard 

 


